Any discrete action of a group on a locally compact Hadamard space extends to a topological action on the virtual boundary. Croke and Kleiner introduced a class of so-called admissible actions and associated geometric data which determine the topological conjugacy class of the boundary action. They also posed the question whether their results hold for a wider class of actions.
Introduction
We consider groups acting properly discontinuously and cocompactly by isometries on a Hadamard space, by which we refer to a complete, connected, and simply connected length space of non-positive curvature in the sense of Alexandrov. As an isometry of a Hadamard space extends canonically to a homeomorphism of its virtual boundary, consisting of the asymptoty classes of geodesic rays endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, any such action induces a topological action on the virtual boundary.
Croke and Kleiner introduced in [CK02] a class of so-called admissible actions on Hadamard spaces and associated invariants, the geometric data of the action, which determine the topological conjugacy class of the boundary action. In particular, they show that any equivariant quasi-isometry extends canonically to a homeomorphism between the virtual boundaries, provided the geometric data of two admissible actions coincide up to scale. From the graph of groups decomposition of the admissible group the authors derive an arrangement of convex subspaces in the Hadamard space, the edge and vertex spaces. In a non-positively curved graph manifold these subspaces correspond to the universal covers of the Seifert pieces, resp. their boundary tori. Employing this decomposition they show that any geodesic ray which is not asymptotic to some vertex space can be approximated, up to uniformly sublinear error, by the quasi-isometric image of a geodesic ray in a so-called template, a model space for the sequence of edge spaces intersected by the geodesic ray.
This article addresses the question raised by Croke and Kleiner in [CK02] as to what extent the methods unravelled therein might be applicable to a wider class of actions. Geometrically pertinent is the case of an admissible action of higher rank, i.e., virtually free abelian groups of higher rank being carried by the edges in the graph of groups decomposition, and the generalized notion of geometric data for such an action. Despite the fact that most of the construction as in [CK02] is indeed attainable in our generalized case, quasi-isometries fail to relate geodesic rays in the Hadamard space to geodesic rays in a template as approximatively as in the low dimensional case. Exploiting this repercussion, we show that, for the natural generalization, the aforementioned question has to be answered in the negative:
Theorem: There is an admissible action of higher rank on a pair of Hadamard spaces with equivalent generalized geometric data and an equivariant quasi-isometry which does not extend continuously to the virtual boundaries.
In the last section we briefly demonstrate how for admissible rank 3 actions the equivalence of geometric data can be established in case an equivariant quasi-isometry extends continuously to the virtual boundaries.
Preliminaries
The present section reviews some material on metric spaces of non-positive curvature, isometric group actions upon them and graph of groups. Detailed expositions of this material can be found in [Bal95] , [BH99] or [Gro07] , as well as [Ser80] , while we rather have adopted the notation from [DD89] .
Hadamard spaces
A map Φ between metric spaces (X, d X ) and (X ′ , d X ′ ) is called an (L, A)-quasiisometric embedding if for all x, y ∈ X
holds. An (L, A)-quasi-isometric embedding is called an (L, A)-quasi-isometry if its image is A-dense in X ′ . Every quasi-isometry Φ has a quasi-inverse; i.e., there is a quasi-isometry Ψ such that Ψ ○ Φ lies within finite Hausdorff distance of the identity. A quasi-geodesic is the quasi-isometric embedding of an interval. The image of a quasi-geodesic does in general not lie within finite Hausdorff distance of a geodesic, yet each quasi-isometry induces a homeomorphism between the ends of the spaces.
By a Hadamard space we mean a complete, connected and simply connected length space of non-positive curvature in the sense of Alexandrov. The metric of a Hadamard space is convex; therefore it is uniquely geodesic by the Cartan-Hadamard theorem. A locally compact Hadamard space is proper by the Hopf-Rinow theorem.
Let Γ ↷ X be a geometric action, i.e., properly discontinuous and cocompactly by isometries, on a locally compact Hadamard space X. Then, by the Švarc-Milnor lemma, Γ is finitely generated and for any x ∈ X the mapping Γ → X , γ ↦ γ.x is an equivariant quasi-isometry with respect to a word metric on Γ. In particular, all word metrics with respect to finite generating sets on Γ lie in the same quasi-isometry class. Furthermore, each isometry γ ∈ Γ is semisimple; i.e., its displacement function x ↦ δ γ (x) = d X (γ.x, x) attains its minimum γ X . The translation length . X is invariant under conjugation α γ = αγα −1
. For each γ ∈ Γ the minimal displacement set Min X (γ) = x ∈ X δ γ (x) = γ X is nonempty and invariant under every isometry commuting with γ. Since the displacement function δ γ is continuous and convex, Min X (γ) is closed and convex. If γ is hyperbolic, then Min X (γ) is the union of the axes of γ and splits as a metric product Y × R; here Y is a complete convex subspace of X and the real fibres are the axes of γ. Every isometry commuting with γ is compatible with this product structure and splits as a product of an isometry of Y and a translation of the real factor. If Λ is a free abelian subgroup of Γ, the following properties hold:
• Λ is of finite rank, say rk Λ = k.
• Min X (Λ) = ⋂ γ∈Λ Min X (γ) is nonempty and splits as a metric product Y × E k of a complete convex subspace Y of X and a Euclidean space of dimension k.
• Min X (Λ) is invariant under the action of the normalizer N Γ (Λ)
• The centralizer C Γ (Λ) has finite index in N Γ (Λ).
• Every isometry α normalizing Λ is compatible with the abovementioned splitting of the minimal displacement set; i.e., if x = (x, x E ) ∈ Min X (Λ) with respect to the product structure, there are isometries α ∈ Iso(Y ) and
• α E is a translation of E k for each α ∈ C Γ (Λ).
• Λ acts trivially on Y and cocompactly on the Euclidean factor; hence the quotient is a k-torus.
• The induced action of N Γ (Λ) Λ on Y is properly discontinuous.
Lemma 1: Let Γ be a group acting geometrically on a locally compact Hadamard space X and Λ a free abelian subgroup. If ζ 1 , . . . , ζ k denote free generators Λ, then, for each
Proof: Since M R is proper, it suffices to show that for any sequence x n ∈ M R there is a sequence ξ n ∈ C Γ (Λ) such that a subsequence of ξ n .x n converges. By cocompactness of the Γ-action we may assume, without loss of generality, that there are γ n ∈ Γ such that y n = γ n .x n converges to an y ∞ and d X ( γn ζ i .y ∞ , y ∞ ) ⩽ 1+R for all n ∈ N and i ⩽ k. Since Γ acts properly discontinuously, the set Σ = { γn ζ i n ∈ N, i ⩽ k} is finite. Thus, possibly after replacing n ↦ ( γn ζ 1 , . . . ,
by a subsequence, we can assume it to be constant. Then ξ n = γ −1 1 γ n ∈ C Γ (Λ) for all n ∈ N, and ξ n .x n converges to γ −1
Corollary 2: C Γ (Λ) as well as N Γ (Λ) act cocompactly on Min X (Λ)and are, as a consequence, finitely generated.
Corollary 3: If for some R > 0 the set M R is nonempty, the Hausdorff distance between M R and Min X (Λ) is finite.
Two geodesic rays in a locally compact Hadamard space X are called asymptotic if their Hausdorff distance is bounded. The virtual boundary ∂ ∞ X is the set of asymptoty classes of geodesic rays in X endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets. For each x ∈ X and x ∈ ∂ ∞ X there is a unique geodesic ray starting at x and representing x which we denote by xx. For a geodesic ray c let c(∞) denote its equivalence class in ∂ ∞ X. Every isometry of X extends to a homeomorphism of its virtual boundary. An isometric action Γ ↷ X therefore induces a topological action Γ ↷ ∂ ∞ X. Let C be a closed convex subspace of X. Then
The virtual boundary of the product of two Hadamard spaces is naturally homeomorphic to the topological join of their virtual boundaries. In particular, the virtual boundary of X ×E n is homeomorphic to the n-fold suspension of ∂ ∞ X.
Recall that an (L, A)-quasi-geodesic in a Hadamard space X does not necessarily lie within finite Hausdorff distance of a geodesic. But in the case that X is δ-hyperbolic, there even is a constant C, depending on L, A and δ only, such that the image of any (L, A)-quasi-geodesic segment has Hausdorff distance at most C to the geodesic segment connecting its endpoints. Each quasi-geodesic ray thus defines a point in the virtual boundary, and every quasi-isometry between hyperbolic spaces extends continuously to a homeomorphism of their virtual boundaries.
Graphs of groups
A graph of groups Γ G (_) consists of a connected graph G with edges E and vertices V together with a family of groups Γ G (A), A ∈ E ∪ V and monomorphisms ι
An action of a group Γ on a connected graph X induces a graph of groups on the quotient G = X Γ as follows: For each edge or vertex A of G fix an a ∈ A and let Γ G (A) = Γ a . For the representative e of an edge E let γ ± e ∈ Γ such that γ ± e ∂ ± e represents ∂ ± E. For an edge E of G and the representatives e and v ± of E and ∂ ± E the required monomorphisms are given by α ↦
be a graph of groups and G 0 a maximal subtree of G with edges E 0 . The fundamental group
at G 0 is defined by the presentation given by the generators τ E E ∈ E ∪ ⊍ V ∈V Γ G (V ) and the relations of each vertex group together with
The isomorphism class of the fundamental group depends on neither the choice of the maximal subtree G 0 nor the isomorphism class of the graph of groups.
1 Let G ′ denote the barycentric subdivision of G . A graph of groups Γ G (_) is then a G ′ -diagram G in the category of groups with monomorphisms, and π1(Γ G (_), G0) ≅ colim G.
Example: Let G be the graph with a single edge E incident to distinct vertices V , W and Γ G (_) a graph of groups with A = Γ G (V ), B = Γ G (W ) and C = Γ G (E). Its fundamental group is isomorphic to the amalgamated free product 2 A * C B.
Example: Let G be the graph with one edge E and one vertex V = ∂ − E = ∂ + E only. A graph of groups over G then consists of two groups A and C and two monomorphisms from C into A. Its fundamental group 3 is an HNN-extension A * C of A over C.
The fundamental group of a graph of groups Γ G (_) over a finite graph G at a maximal subtree G 0 ⊂ G can be calculated by employing the two basic constructions mentioned above: For each edge E of G 0 a new graph of groups is defined by replacing E together with its adjacent vertices by a single vertex carrying the amalgamated free product
. Finitely many such reductions yield a rose shaped graph, each petal corresponding to an edge of G ∖ G 0 . The fundamental group now results from successively deleting the remaining edges while replacing the single vertex group by the respective HNN-extension.
On the other hand, for a graph of groups Γ G (_) with fundamental group Γ the setsṼ = ⊍ V ∈V Γ Γ G (V ) andẼ = ⊍ E∈E Γ Γ G (E) together with the boundary maps γΓ G (E) → γΓ G (∂ ± E) define a tree T upon which Γ acts; it is called its Bass-Serre tree. The graph of groups induced on the quotient T Γ is isomorphic to Γ G (_). For a maximal subtree G 0 ⊂ G each generator τ E of an edge E not in G 0 corresponds to an element of the topological fundamental group of G and acts as a translation on T ; in particular, τ E .∂ − e = ∂ + e holds for any lift e of E.
Admissible actions
In what follows, we will generalize the class of group actions which Croke and Kleiner introduced in [CK02] as admissible actions. Therein the authors classified admissible actions by a family of functions defined on the edge and vertex groups. Additionally there is an evident generalization of these so-called geometric data for the wider class of actions we consider here.
Admissible graphs of groups
Recall that two subgroups A and B of a group G are commensurable if A∩B has finite index in both A and B; we will then write A ∼ B. They are conjugate commensurable if there is a g ∈ G such that 
is an extension of a non-elementary hyperbolic group by a free abelian subgroup
(ii) Each edge group Γ G (E) is vitually free abelian of rank k.
(iv) For any edge E the preimages
A geometric action of a group Γ on a locally compact Hadamard space is admissible of rank k if Γ is isomorphic to the fundamental group of an admissible graph of groups of rank k.
Example (Torus complexes): Let T i , i ⩽ m + 1, be a family of flat 2-Tori, each containing a pair of non-homotopic simple closed geodesics α i and β i such that l(β i ) = l(α i+1 ). Identifying β i and α i+1 and endowing the resulting space with the induces length metric yields a compact space Y of non-positive curvature.
This construction determines a graph with m vertices
The resulting graph of groups, each edge or vertex carrying its fundamental group, is admissible of rank 2: Each vertex is homeomorphic to the product of a figure eight and a loop; hence its fundamental group is isomorphic to F 2 × Z. Every edge E i is incompressible in each of the vertices incident to it, the maps from π 1 (E i ) in π 1 (V i ) and π 1 (V i+1 ) are therefore injective. The generators α i , β i of the edge group π 1 (E i ) ≃ Z 2 each map to a generator of either the infinite cyclic or the free factor of an adjacent vertex group.
The universal cover X of Y is, by the Cartan-Hadamard theorem, a locally compact Hadamard space upon which π 1 (Y ) acts geometrically. By the van Kampen theorem π 1 (Y ) is isomorphic to the fundamental group of the abovementioned graph of groups. The action π 1 (Y ) ↷ X is therefore admissible of rank 2.
Example (Generalized graph manifolds): A generalized graph manifold of dimension n + 2 is a closed differentiable manifold M consisting of a finite union of blocks
, where each N i is a compact, orientable Riemannian surface N i with nontrivial boundary and of negative Euler characteristic. The connected components of the boundary of a block are (n + 1)-tori, and blocks are glued amongst themselves by identifying two boundary tori via diffeomorphisms in such a way that no two torus fibres of different blocks are homotopic.
This defines a graph with the blocks as vertices and an edge between two vertices if connected components of their boundary are identified. Letting each edge or vertex carry the fundamental group of its defining block or boundary component yields a 4 By (i) we can assume each subgroup Λ(∂ ± E) to lie in the image of ι ± E since a finite extension of a hyperbolic group is hyperbolic as well.
graph of groups whose edge and vertex groups are free abelian of rank n + 1 and direct products of a fuchsian group and a free abelian group of rank n respectively.
In case M carries a metric of non-positive sectional curvature
5
, it follows, just like in the previous example, that the action of the fundamental group on the universal cover on M is admissible of rank n + 1.
Example (Poincaré duality groups): If a group is isomorphic to the fundamental group of a graph of groups, then each edge represents a splitting of the group as an amalgamated product or an HNN-extension. A graph of group decomposition of a group which thereby comprises all possible splittings as amalgamated product or HNNextension over a certain class of groups up to conjugacy is called JSJ-decomposition
6
. JSJ-decompositions of Poincaré duality groups over virtually polycyclic groups are presented in [SS03] and [SS07] .
Let Γ be a Poincaré duality group of dimension n + 1 acting geometrically on a locally compact Hadamard space X and assume the edges of special Seifert type and the atoroidal edges of its JSJ-decomposition as in [SS07, Theorem 5.1] to be trivial. Then the action of Γ on X is admissible of rank n.
Wall conjectured in [Wal03, Conjecture 10.5, p. 91] that strictly atoroidal Poincaré duality pairs of dimension 3 are in fact relative hyperbolic. Should this prove true, one should be able to adopt techniques from [Hru05] and [HK05] in order to obtain results on actions of Poincaré duality groups of dimension 3 on Hadamard spaces without the aforementioned restriction.
Lemma 5: Let Γ be a group which acts geometrically on a locally compact Hadamard space X. This action is admissible of rank k if and only if there is a Γ-finite Γ-tree T and a Γ-equivariant family Λ a of normal subgroups of the stabilizers Γ a of the simplices a of T with the following properties:
(ii) For each edge e the subgroup Λ e is free abelian of rank k, Γ e Λ e is finite and Λ ∂ ± e < Λ e .
(iii) For any two consecutive edges e and e ′ the subgroups Λ e and Λ e ′ are incommensurable.
Proof: To begin with, we will show that the Bass-Serre tree T of an admissible graph of groups satisfies the conditions above: For each edge or vertex a of T let Λ a be the equivariant lift of the normal free abelian subgroup of rank k or k − 1 resp. in Γ G (Γ.a). Let e be an edge of T and v a vertex incident to it. Since Γ v acts by semi simple isometries on the Hadamard space X and
holds, and ξ ∈ Γ e by Definition 4. Since G is finite, we can assume, possibly after replacing Λ v by a characteristic subgroup of finite index, that Λ v < Λ e for any vertex v incident to an edge e. It remains to show that Comm Γ (Λ v ) < Γ v for every vertex v.
Note that for any vertices v and w adjacent to the same edge both Λ v ∩ Λ w and Λ v Λ w are free abelian. Λ v Λ w has finite index in Λ e by Definition 4 (iv) and is therefore of rank k by Definition 4 (ii); hence Λ v ∩ Λ w is of rank k − 2. For any edges e ≠ e ′ incident to the same vertex v the subgroups Γ e ∩ Γ e ′ and Λ v are commensurable. Fix
that Λ v and γ Λ v are not commensurable. Now, let T be a tree and Γ ↷ T an action with the required properties. The graph of groups on the quotient G = T Γ satisfies the first three conditions of Definition 4 quite obviously. Let E be an edge of G and e ∈ E a lift to ET . If Λ ∂ − e Λ ∂ + e were not of finite index in Λ e , the subgroups Λ ∂ − e and Λ ∂ + e were commensurable and
In particular we have for an admissible action
for any simplex a of the Bass-Serre tree of the graph of groups decomposition of Γ.
Remark 6: Let Γ be a group, X a locally compact Hadamard space and Γ ↷ X an admissible action of rank k. The decomposition of Γ as an admissible graph of groups is unique up to isomorphism.
We omit the proof, which is an easy variation on [CK02, Lemma 3.7].
Geometric data
We will now define the geometric data of an admissible action. Let Γ ↷ X be admissible of rank n + 1 and let T denote the Bass-Serre tree of the graph of groups decomposition of Γ.
Recall, that for a vertex v of T the minimal displacement set Y v = Min X (Λ v ) is a nonempty, Γ v -invariant, closed and convex subspace of X. It splits as a metric product
The isometries in Γ v respect the product structure in the sense that for any γ ∈ Γ v there are isometries γ ∈ Iso(Y v ) and γ E ∈ Iso(E v ) such that γ.(x, x E ) = (γ.x, γ E .x E ) for any x ∈ Y v with coordinates (x, x E ) with respect to the splitting. Furthermore, the action of Λ v is trivial on the first factor and as a lattice on the Euclidean factor. The action of Γ v on Y v therefore factorizes over Λ v , and C Γ (Λ v ) Λ v acts geometrically on the locally compact Hadamard space Y v . In particular, Y v is a hyperbolic space with more than two ends by Lemma 5 (i).
The first geometric datum at a vertex v is defined, analogous to [CK02, Definition 3.9], as the function on Γ v which maps each isometry to its minimal translation length on the hyperbolic factor of Y v :
Since the action of Γ v on Y v factors over Λ v , we may also regard to MLS v as being defined on their hyperbolic quotient 7 . In order to define the second geometric datum we consider for a vertex v the real vector space
X induces a scalar product < . , . > on Λ v ⊗ Z R whose norm we denote by . . Thus, by virtue of the Λ v -action, the Euclidean factor E v of Y v becomes canonically isometric to Λ v ⊗ Z R and a choice of generators ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n of Λ v yields a basis of
. . , g n ) denote the coordinates of its translation vector γ E in Λ v ⊗ Z R ≅ E v with respect to the basis ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n . We now choose, in an equivariant way, generators of Λ v for each vertex v in T . The homomorphism of groups
then constitutes the second geometric datum at the vertex v. The following example illustrates how this mapping does indeed carry geometric information, even if Γ v is a product.
Example: Let Y be the Cayley graph of the free group F 2 on two generators f 1 , f 2 and φ the homomorphism from F 2 to Z defined by f 1 ↦ 1 and f 2 ↦ 0.
The families {MLS v } v∈V and {T v } v∈V are called the (generalized) geometric data of the admissible action Γ ↷ X. They are invariant under the action of Γ, for the families {Y v } v∈V are equivariant and the translation length of an isometry is invariant under conjugation. In particular, the geometric data can be considered as being defined on the vertex groups of the graph of groups over G = T Γ .
Let Γ ↷ X 
In case X is a generalized graph manifold, the map MLSv corresponds to the marked length spectrum of the Riemannian surface in the block v. 8 Presumably, the choices of generators of Λv coincide for both actions.
Proof of the Theorem
In this section we will construct a pair of admissible rank 3 actions with equivalent geometric data and an equivariant quasi-isometry between the respective Hadamard spaces which does not extend continuously to a homeomorphism of the virtual boundaries.
The perception of this example arose from our efforts to obtain a generalization of Theorem 1.3 in [CK02] for admissible actions of higher rank. In their paper Croke and Kleiner define the edge and vertex spaces, mentioned in the introduction, to be certain tubular neighbourhoods of the minimal displacement sets of the free abelian subgroups of the edge and vertex stabilizers resp.; even though their construction carries over nicely to our generalized case we will refrain from making this precise. The authors' proof relies heavily on the fact that in case of a rank 2 admissible action any geodesic segment in the Hadamard space diverges at most sublinearly from the quasi-isometric image of a corresponding geodesic segment in the so-called template of its route; a template is a piecewise Euclidean model for the sequence of edge and vertex spaces a geodesic segment or ray traverses. Given an admissible action of higher rank there are geodesic rays that pass through a sequence of edge and vertex spaces with a common Euclidean factor of positive dimension. The corresponding template therefore decomposes into a product of an Euclidean factor and a template of lower dimension. Even though the unit speed reparametrization of the projection of any segment of such a ray onto the non-Euclidean factor corresponds up to sublinear error to a geodesic segment in the lower dimensional template, still, the geodesic segment and the quasi-isometric image from the template might diverge at a rate proportional to arclength. By gluing such products we are able to construct a sequence of geodesic segments that violate any sublinear estimate as in [CK02, Theorem 5.1].
Construction
First of all, we define a continuous family of homotopically equivalent compact, nonpositively curved length spaces Y ε . The actions of Γ = π 1 (Y ε ) on their universal covers will then be shown to be admissible of rank 3 with equivalent geometric data.
The topology of Y ε is easy to describe: We fix a disjoint family of nine 3-tori with a choice of pairs of non-homotopic incompressible 2-tori in each of them as well as homeomorphisms between pairs of these 2-tori lying in distinct 3-tori. Glueing the 3-tori along the mapping cylinders of these homeomorphisms yields a connected space. The thorough construction goes as follows:
For ε ⩾ 0 let ε i = ε for i = 2, 3 and
] to be nine (thickened) flat tori with coordinates (r, s, t; u) and radii given by (r, s, t; u)
. These pieces are glued along ten cylinders 
× denote the loops defined by the coordinate lines on the corresponding 3-torus in the canonical order. Now, define Y ε as the quotient of the disjoint union of the tori and cylinders by the equivalence relation defined above. Endowed with the induced length metric this construction yields, for any ε ⩾ 0, a compact connected non-positively curved geodesic space Y ε . Its universal cover X ε =Ỹ ε is a locally compact Hadamard space.
By stretching the interval factor of the cylinders C ± 2 in Y 0 by (1 + 2ε) and mapping the 3-tori accordingly we obtain a mapping from Y 0 into Y ε . This mapping is one to one on all the vertices but V ± 2 . The 3-tori therein are mapped into the 3-torus-fibers over 0 in the interval factor of the thickened 3-tori in Y ε . The lifting of this homotopy equivalence to the universal covers is a quasi-isometry which we denote by Φ ε .
Admissibility and geometric data
In order to show that the action of Γ = π 1 (Y ε ) is admissible we consider Y ε as a graph of spaces with eight vertices
Then Γ has a graph of groups decomposition over the graph G
with egde-and vertex-groups
. The center of each vertex group is generated by the fundamental group of the cylinder 9 along which the 3-tori are glued, so define
. Any edge group is generated by the centers of its adjacent vertex groups and its image in either vertex group is generated by its center and a generator of its free factor. For any two adjacent edges these elements of the free factor do not coincide. Therefore, the images of any two groups carried by consecutive edges are not commensurable. Every quotient π 1 (V
) is a free group on either two or three generators; hence it is non-elementary hyperbolic. In summary, we have shown:
Proposition 7: The action of Γ on X ε is admissible of rank 3.
If v is a lift of a vertex V ± i to the Bass-Serre tree of Γ G (_), the free abelian subgroup Λ v is the lift of the center of the vertex group into the stabilizer Γ v . Its minimal displacement set Min X ε (Λ v ) is isometric to the universal cover of V ± i . Therefore we get a Γ v -equivariant isometric embedding of Min X 0 (Λ v ) into Min X ε (Λ v ) by identifying the 3-tori of the vertex spaces V ± 2 ⊂ Y 0 with the innermost 3-tori of the thickened vertex spaces V ± 2 ⊂ Y ε . Since the generalized geometric data are determined by the actions of the vertex stabilizers on these minimal displacement sets, we have proved Proposition 8: For any ε > 0 the generalized geometric data of the Γ-actions on X 0 and X ε are equivalent.
Geometric decomposition
Let T denote the Bass-Serre tree of Γ G (_). The space X ε is the union of walls W e , one for each edge e ∈ T , and strips S (e,e ′ ) for consecutive edges e, e ′ ∈ T : For any edge e ∈ T the wall W e is a copy of the universal cover of E = Γ.e ∈ E G , which is isometric to either E ) ∈ V G and shall be called of type C. How each strip is glued along its boundary components to exactly two walls can be seen as follows: We identify G with a fundamental domain of the Γ-action on T and consider π 1 (V ) = Γ G (V ) and π 1 (E) = Γ G (E) to be subgroups of Γ. Now, let e and e ′ be edges which a common vertex v. Then there are γ, γ ′ ∈ Γ, E, E ′ ∈ E G and V ∈ V G such that e = γ.E, v = γ.V , e ′ = γ ′ .E ′ and γ ′ γ −1 ∈ Γ V ; the elements γ and γ ′ are unique up to Λ e ∩ Λ e ′ = Λ v . Since E and E ′ are adjacent, they are incident to a cylinder C ⊂ V . Each wall W e is the minimal displacement set of Λ e which acts cocompactly by translations on the E 3 -factor and trivially on the interval-factor in case e is a thickened wall, i.e., of type E ± 2 or E ± 3 . The boundary component of S (e,e ′ ) covering E ∩ C is precisely the convex hull of a Λ v -orbit in W e . We refer to this two-dimensional affine subspace as the fringe L of S (e,e ′ ) in W e . Let e 1 , e 2 and e 3 be subsequent edges in T , v 1 and v 2 the vertices in between and S i = S (e i ,e i+1 ) the strips incident to the wall W = W e 2 . Since, by Proposition 7, Λ v 1 and Λ v 2 are incommensurable subgroups of Λ e 2 , the fringes L appropriate projection onto the E 3 -factor of W, non-parallel affine hyperplanes; hence they intersect in a line. In case 
The γ i and γ 
The quasi-isometry Φ ε obviously preserves the type of each wall. In particular, for thickened walls Φ ε coincides with the canonical embedding E
Moreover, Φ ε is compatible with the decompositionX ± 0 × E and splits as a producť Φ ± ε × id E ; its first factor is aΓ-equivariant quasi-isometry which, for sake of simplicity, we will denote by Φ ε as well.
Remark: The quasi-isometry Φ ε is a universal template map in the following sense: Since each wall in X ε is two-sided, we may associate to any geodesic ray the sequence of types of walls it intersects. The subspace of the corresponding walls and strips in X 0 is a template in the sense of [CK02, Chapter 4] with the restriction of Φ ε constituting its template map.
Special segments
We will now construct a sequence of segments which shall later be utilized in proving that, for positive δ, the quasi-isometry Φ δ does not extend continuously to the virtual boundary of X 0 .
First of all we define a geodesic ray inX In a next step we will compare the geodesic rayč the walls and strips. As is easily seen from the relations 4.1, the fringes in any wall intersect at an angle of ± First of all, consider the geodesic segment fromǒ 1 and the orthogonal projection qČ = prČ(ǒ 1 ) ofǒ 1 ontoČ. Any geodesic segment fromǒ 1 toČ will intersect the fringeĽ Figure C) . A straightforward calculation shows the lengths L(ε, s) of these paths to be strictly convex in s. Therefore L(ε, .) attains a minimum at some s ε ∈ (0, 1]. Furthermore, L(ε, s ε ) is strictly increasing in ε.
Secondly, an easy billiard-argument shows that for any s ∈ [−1, 1] the segmenť o 0q − (s) does indeed contain the pointǒ 1 (see Figure D) . ).
The preceding discussion shows that the difference of the lengthsľ δ = l(ĉ
resp. is strictly positive. Utilizing the properties of the geodesic raysč ε inX ε we are about to construct a sequence of geodesic segments c ε,n in X ε . These segments start in X − ε and end in X + ε . In each subspace c ε,n will n-times intersect
We may assume that Φ ε (x 0 ) = x ε . For any nľ ε the geodesic segmentč Figure E) . Since Φ ε maps W ×,n isometrically to a wall of the same type, the quasi-isometric image of this geodesic segment is linear within W ×,n and its angles with the axes are preserved. The points q 
The extension of a segmentč
id E and the quasi-isometric image within the wall W ×,n ⊂ X δ . Since the fringes L − ×,n and L + ×,n in W ×,n are orthogonal (see Figure E) ,
,n x δ,n are geodesic segments.
Linear divergence
Concluding this section we will prove that the quasi-isometry Φ δ violates any sublinear estimate as in [CK02, Lemma 2.5] and does not extend continuously to the virtual boundary of X 0 .
By our choice of the fringe L ∩ ×,n we have
⩽ 2 √ 2(nľ δ + 1) + 2 , and
The midpoint m ε,n of c ε,n is also midpoint of q − ε,n q + ε,n ; hence
Thereby the distance between the paths Φ δ ○ c 0,n and c δ,n within the wall W ×,n increases linearly in n. Furthermore,
implies that there is no real function θ vanishing at infinity such that for all x, y ∈ X 0 and z ∈ xy the sublinear estimate
holds. Consequently, the generalized geometric data carry insufficient geometric information as to prove a generalization of [CK02, Theorem 1.3]. Moreover, geodesic rays or segments in X δ cannot be modeled on templates as in [CK02, Theorem 5.1].
Proposition 9: The quasi-isometry Φ δ does not extend continuously to the virtual boundary of X 0 .
Proof:
The sequence x ε,n converges to a point x ε in ∂ ∞ X ε since for any k and all n ⩾ k the geodesic segments c ε,k and c ε,n , reparametrised to arclength, coincide up to time
× E with respect to the splitting. For the constant speed parametrization of the segment x δ y δ,n on the interval [0, nľ δ ] we have x δ y δ,n (kľ δ ) = y δ,k for all k ⩽ n. Therefore the sequence y δ,n converges to a point
Hence x δ ≠ y δ , whereas any continuous extension of Φ δ in x 0 would yield equality.
Retrieval of geometric data
After having demonstrated that equivalence of the geometric data of two admissible rank 3 actions is not sufficient to ensure boundary stability we will discuss as to what extent the homeomorphism class of the virtual boundary determines the equivalence class of the geometric data. It will be shown that the geometric data of two admissible rank 3 actions are, for the most part, equivalent if an equivariant quasi-isometry extends continuously to the virtual boundaries.
In what follows, let Γ ↷ X be an admissible action of rank 3; i.e., Γ acts geometrically on a locally compact Hadamard space X and there is a Γ-tree T with at least one edge such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) Any vertex stabilizer Γ v is an extension of a non-elementary hyperbolic group by a free abelian group Λ v < Γ v of rank 2.
(ii) Any edge stabilizer Γ e is a finite extension of a free abelian group Λ e of rank 3 and the isotropy groups of two edges incident to the same vertex are incommensurable.
(iii) For any edge e the subgroup generated by Λ ∂ − e Λ ∂ + e has finite index 12 in Λ e .
(iv) The families {Λ v } v∈VT and {Λ e } e∈ET are Γ-equivariant.
Generalized blocks
First of all, we construct a family of subspaces in X, each splitting off a factor that allows for an admissible action of rank 2, to which we can apply Theorem 1.3 in [CK02] .
Proposition 10: For any edge e * of T there exists an infinite cyclic subgroup Λ in Λ ∂ − e * ∩ Λ ∂ + e * such that the action ofΓ = N Γ (Λ) Λ on the non-Euclidean 13 factor of Min X (Λ) ≅X × E is admissible of rank 2 and its Bass-Serre treeŤ is a subtree of T .
Proof: For each edge e of T the subgroups Λ ∂ − e and Λ ∂ + e in Λ e are incommensurable as per condition (iii); hence their intersection Λ ∩ e = Λ ∂ − e ∩ Λ ∂ + e is infinite cyclic. The subgraphŤ defined by {e ∈ ET Λ ∩ e ∼ Λ ∩ e * } is a tree containing at least the one edge e * and upon which Γ * = Comm Γ (Λ ∩ e * ) acts with finite quotientǦ =Ť Γ * : For an edge e inŤ let (v 0 e 1 v 1 . . . v n−1 e n v n ) be the minimal reduced path from e = e 1 to e * = e n in T . For any 1 < j < n we then have
HenceŤ is connected. Moreover,
∩ e * holds for any e ∈ EŤ and γ ∈ Γ * . ThusŤ is Γ * -invariant. Let e be an edge ofŤ and, on the other hand,
∩ e * and γ is actually contained in Γ * . Therefore the canonical mapŤ Γ * → T Γ is injective; hence the quotientŤ Γ * is finite.
Let S be a connected fundamental domain commute. In particular,
It remains to show that the induced action ofΓ = N Γ (Λ) Λ on the non-Euclidean factor of Min X (Λ) ≅X × E is admissible of rank 2. First of all,Γ acts geometrically onX. From the discussion above it follows in particular that Λ is contained in the isotropy subgroup of any simplex ofŤ . HenceΓ acts onŤ withΓ a = Γ a ∩ N Γ (Λ) Λ for any edge or vertex a ofŤ . Let v be a vertex ofŤ . With Λ < Λ v we deduce from 14 This is to be understood in the strict sense, so S might not be a subgraph of T . 15 For an e ∈ ES ∖ ES 0 the element τ e acts as a translation of a geodesic in T through e. commensurability conditions follow readily from the fact that two subgroups inΓ are commensurable if and only if this holds for their lifts. The family is obviously Γ-equivariant.
We hereby obtain, for each edge e of T , a locally compact Hadamard spaceX(e) with an admissible rank 2 action by a groupΓ(e) with Bass-Serre treeŤ (e).
Stability under quasi-isometries
Let Γ ↷ X and Γ ↷ X ′ be admissible actions of rank 3 and Φ an equivariant quasiisometry from X to X ′ which extends to an equivariant homeomorphism ∂ ∞ Φ of the virtual boundaries.
For any edge e of T the actionsΓ(e) ↷X(e) andΓ(e) ↷X ′ (e) are, according to Proposition 10, cocompact. ConsequentlyX =X(e) andX ′ =X ′ (e) are equivariantly quasi-isometric as well. We are about to deduce the equivalence of the geometric data of the actions Γ ↷ X und Γ ↷ X ′ by applying [CK02, Theorem 1.3] to the induced rank 2 actions on the subspacesX andX ′ respectively. To that end, we have to show that any equivariant quasi-isometry between these subspaces can be extended to a homeomorphism of their virtual boundaries.
Let Λ = Λ(e) denote the infinite cyclic subgroup of Λ ∩ e constructed in Proposition 10. It follows from Corollary 3 that Φ Min X (Λ) and In what follows, we will denote the coordinates of an x ∈ Min X (Λ) with respect to the splitting Min X (Λ) ≅X × E by (x, t x ). After fixing basepoints x 0 ∈ Min X (Λ) and y 0 = Φ(x 0 ) we may assume that x 0 = (x 0 , 0) and y 0 = (y 0 , 0).
Lemma 11: The mapΦ = prX′ ○ pr Min X ′ (Λ) ○ Φ X is aΓ-equivariant quasi-isometry and induces aΓ-equivariant homeomorphism from ∂ ∞X onto ∂ ∞X ′ . Proof: Whenever Φ satisfies an (L, A)-Lipschitz condition, the same holds forΦ because any projection has Lipschitz constant 1. Since Λ acts cocompactly on the E-fibres, there exists a constant C such that for any x ∈X × {0} there is a γ x ∈ Λ with d X ′ Φ (x), γ x .Φ(x) ⩽ C. For all x, y ∈X × {0} we therefore have dX ′ Φ (x),Φ(y) ⩾ L −1 dX (x,y) − A − 2C. It is easy to check thatΦ(X) is quasi-dense inX ′ . TheΓ-equivariance follows immediately from the Γ-equivariance of Φ. Since Φ extends continuously to ∂ ∞X by assumption, it suffices to show that for a sequence y n = (y n , t n ) in Min X ′ (Λ) with lim n→∞ y n = y ∈ ∂ ∞ Φ ∂ ∞X the sequencě y n inX ′ converges to any ∈ ∂ ∞X ′ . For any such sequence and for any R > 0 the sequence n ↦ y R n = pr B R (y 0 ) (y n ) is convergent as well. Since y is not a pole of the suspension and, for suitable n(R), the sequence y R n(R) does also converge to y as R tends to infinity, we can, for any r > 0, choose R > 0 and N such that dX ′ y 0 , prX ′ (y R N +k ) > r holds for all k. With d X ′ (y 0 , y n ) = dX ′ (y 0 ,y n ) 2 + t n ′ 2 tending to infinity, dX ′ (y 0 ,y n ) is unbounded as well. Thereby we have for sufficiently large N that pr B r (y 0 ) (y N +k ) = pr B r (y 0 ) prX′ (y R N +k ) for all k. Since projections onto convex subspaces are distance non-increasing,y r n = pr B r (y 0 ) (y n ) is a Cauchy sequence. Hencey n converges inX to ay ∈ ∂ ∞X ′ . Let c denote the parametrization of y 0 y by arclength. Thenč = prX′ ○ c is a parametrization of the rayy 0y with constant speed 1 − d X ′ (X ′ , c(1)) 2 . Now, leť c denote the parametrization ofy 0y ⊂X ′ by arclength and be x 1 , x 2 ∈ ∂ ∞X with ∂ ∞Φ (x 2 ) = ∂ ∞Φ (x 1 ) =y. Then there are θ 1 , θ 2 ∈ − π 2 , π 2 such that for i ∈ {1, 2} the geodesic ray c i ∶ t ↦ (č(t cos θ i ), t sin θ i ) is a representative of ∂ ∞ Φ(x i ). After choosing an equivariant quasi-inverse of Φ we find sequences x n in Min X (Λ) and γ n in Λ such that lim n→∞ x n = x 1 and lim n→∞ γ n .x n = x 2 . Since x 1 , x 2 ∈ ∂ ∞X and prX(x n ) = prX(γ n .x n ) holds for all n, we have x 1 = x 2 . Hence ∂ ∞Φ is injective.
A similar argument shows that ∂ ∞Φ is surjective and its inverse is continuous.
Equivalence of geometric data
Let v be a vertex of T and e any edge incident to it. Then, by [CK02, Theorem 1.3] and Lemma 11, the geometric data in the sense of Croke and Kleiner of the actionš Γ(e) ↷X(e) andΓ(e) ↷X ′ (e) are equivalent, i.e., for any vertex w inŤ there exist positive constants λ(w) and µ(w) such thatMLS As in section 3.2 we regard the two-dimensional Euclidean factor E v of Min X (Λ v ) as the real vector space Λ v ⊗ Z R with the metric < . , . > induced by the quadratic form ζ ↦ ζ
